
#5 Anthony LaSala vs. #12 Jed Siegal 
 

Jed and Anthony has been delayed. Jed already talking shit on zoom about Anthony being scared and using the kids as an excuse.   
 
Jed is now talking shit about Anthony’s financial status, “I wouldn’t call Anthony rich.” Jed might know a thing or two on the 
subject……but one thing is for certain, there will be fireworks in this matchup.  
 
Anthony and Jed have started. Lot of silence in the zoom room. But that’s cause PLO is happening. No one is actually watching these 
guys.  
 
Jed and Ant pot of 450. 7 10 2 2 on the board. Jed bets 360. Ant folds (and checks to see if the kids are still up so he can postpone 
the match) 
 
Ant and Jed just went to a showdown with garbage. Ant won with a pair of 7s.  
 
Pot of 240 with Ant and Jed. 5 10 9 board. Jed bets 150 and Ant folds. Even stacks 
 
Jed with a pre flop 3x raise. Ant folds.  
 
4 8 J K board for Ant and Jed. Pot of 180. Jed bets 120. Ant folds 
 
Ant with a preflop raise to 100. Jed folds. Anthony trying to establish dominance. 2:1 chip advantage for the real estate mogul.  
 
Anthony continuing to bet and picking up chips. Jed should get off Zoom right about now.  
 
Anthony putting the pressure on. 3:1 chip advantage. Jed might be showing some rust here.  
 
Jed and Ant pot of 320. Jed shoves on the flop for 475 more. K 9 10 on the board. Anthony considers. Anthony folds.  
 
Ant and Jed just became the last matchup of the night. Quite frankly I expected more fireworks. Anthony has a 4:1 advantage.  
 
Jed down to 435 chips. First to act. Shoves. Ant folds.  
 
Ant raises to 100. Jed shoves for 475. Ant needs to call here but actually folds. Jed trying to climb back with some aggressive play.  
 
Q 8 K J board. Pot of 400. 3 clubs. Jed bets 160. Ant considers and calls. Another Q on the river. Jed all in for 255 and a call. Jed 
wins with KK which = boat showwwwww. Jed back to 1200 chips.  
 
Pot of 200 for Ant and Jed. 9 9 A on flop. Both check. Another A on turn. Ant bets 100 and Jed calls. 8 on river. Both check. Jed wins 
with a J kicker on the paired board.  
 
Pot of 400. 7 A Q 6 J. Jed bets ant folds. Almost back to even stacks for Jed.  
 
3 A 2 10 board. Pot of 850. Jed bets 250. Ant reraises to 500. Jed folds. Jed at 900 in chips.  
 
A j 6 8 board. Ant bets big and takes it down.  
 
Jed all in pre flop for 550. Ant folds.  
 
2 A 4 flop. Pot of 200. Ant bets 100. Jed calls. Turn is an 8. 2 spades out there. Ant checks. Jed bets 150. Ant folds.  
 
Pot of 250. 10 4 10 on the board. Ant bets 125 and Jed folds.  
 
Jed starting to get aggressive making a lot shoves. Ant not biting. Still a 3:1 chip advantage.  
 
Jed and Ant have been going 31 minutes. Ant has maintained control throughout. Pot of 370. 8 2 10 4 J board. Bet from ant and a 
call. 740 in pot now. Jed shoves and a call. Qs for Jed. K10 for Ant. Great trap from Jed. Ant is stunned. Jed is hiding his glee on 
zoom right now grinning from ear to ear. But seriously, I have his video pinned and the look on his face says he believes he just pulled 
the poker move of the first round. Jed with a sudden 2:1 chip advantage. How the turn tables.  
 
7 8 3 board. Jed raises. Anthony reraises. 2 on the turn which spikes a potential flush. Jed shoves. Ant folds. Ant down to 650 chips. 
 
Jed turning it on. Betting aggressive trying to end it. Anthony down to 490 chips.  
 
All in hand. A 7 for Jed against J 6 for Ant. 7 hits on the turn. Ant doesn’t hit. Jed wins and he’s celebrating hard on the zoom. Down 
goes the LaSala empire!  


